
Assignment # 1
ENGN/PHYS 207—Fall 2020

Voltage Dividers Circuits: Sensing the Physical World

Real World Circuits You’ll Build

1. Audio volume control

2. Flex sensing system interfaced to Adafruit feather 32u4 BLE development board

Lab Skills You’ll Learn

1. Voltage dividers in action—a few of the many sensing applications thereof

2. Various types of resistors and their uses in circuits

3. Basic microcontroller programming and interfacing

1 Audio Volume Control

Figure 1: Classic Fender guitar amp

Calling all the music lovers out there! Let’s build an audio volume control circuit. Check out
the volume knob on the guitar amp in Figure 1. How does it work in practice? Turn the knob one
way volume goes up, turn it the other way, volume goes down. What exactly does that knob do?
Could it be a potentiometer? After all, a changing resistance can lead a changing output voltage
(volume), if properly connected in a circuit. You know have enough circuits under your belt to
fully understand how this works!
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Figure 2: Audio volume control. R1 ≈2.2 kΩ. R3 ≈22 kΩ. R2 = 100 kΩ pot. For your input
source, use the 3.3V power supply on your Feather board. Circuit adapted from Elliott Sound
Productions: http://sound.whsites.net/project01.htm

Figure 2 shows the schematic of one high-quality audio volume control. Take note of the
potentiometer, quite literally R2 the piece de resistance. (Be sure you can interpret the circuit
diagram correctly...where are the 3 terminals of the pot connected?). The variable α specifies the
position of the pot’s wiper terminal—i.e. the percent rotation of the volume knob. A value of
α = 1 means that the wiper is turned all the way to the “top” of the circuit diagram; α = 0 means
all the way to the “bottom”.

Our typical pots in lab are the “linear” type, meaning the resistance measured between the
wiper (central) contact and one of the outside contacts changes linearly with rotation:

Rpot = Rmin + α(Rmax −Rmin).

Here, the min and max refer to the pots resistance with the dialed to one extreme or the other
(e.g., all the way CCW or CW). Typically the pot will turn through something like θ ≈ 180-270
degrees total. So be sure to take sufficient measurements using a protractor etc that will
allow you to carefully calibrate and correlate the angle of rotation θ to variable α. To
help make this concrete, imagine the pot you pick up swings through 200 degrees total. In this
case, α = 0.1 when θ = 20 deg and α = 0.5 when θ = 100 degrees, and so on.

One more important tidbit before you start building: This volume control circuit was de-
signed such that Vout/Vin has an approximately exponential dependence on the pot position α, i.e.
Vout/Vin ≈ eα. The reason why is because the human ear perceives sound loudness on a logarithmic
scale of sound wave intensity: S ≈ log(Vout/Vin). The net effect is that the sound intensity increases
linearly with pot position—a very, very nice user feature (no touchy spots on the knob):

S ≈ log(Vout/Vin) ≈ log(eα) ≈ α

With that prelude, time to build, test, and analyze. On the agenda:

1. Theory I: Provide an intuitive explanation which way the pot should be turned for maximum
volume. Think carefully about series-parallel combos of resistors as well as voltage division.

2. Theory II: Generate an expression for Vout/Vin in terms of α, R1, R2, and R3.

3. Compute the expected value for Vout/Vin for α = 0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1
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4. Build the circuit. For now, set Vin to be a constant (dc) 5V source; use your lab power
supply. Measure Vout/Vin for ≈ 10 equally spaced pot positions (10 values for α). Suggestion:
Compare empirical values to expected (theoretical) values as you go. Are they in reasonable
agreement?

5. Plot results for log(Vout/Vin) vs. α Does the trend look reasonably linear? Remember: your
ear/auditory cortex take the log to perceive sound intensity level.

6. Take your circuit for a real world audio test drive! The instructor and/or TAs will help you
connect to the audio adapters and amplifiers in lab. Please ask for help. Note that the audio
amp “measures” Vout to play back the volume accordingly. Higher voltage out, the higher
audio volume. Please see the last 2 pages of this manual for help making audio connections,
and/or ask for help when you are ready!

7. Write a report on your findings. See latter section “What to Turn In” for details on what
you should include in this report.
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2 Light as a Feather, Stiff as a Board: A first foray into Micro-
controller Land with the Adafruit Feather 32u4 BLE

You’ve likely heard of the venerable Arduino Uno R3. It is a very user-friendly and versatile
microcontroller, used widely by makers and lab scientists and engineers the world around. However,
it is getting quite old (dating to c. 2010, a dinosaur in electronics land), and many newer integrated
development boards have been developed and hit the market big time. The Arduino electronics
progeny, include the amazing Teensy, and Adafruit Feather board line. In this class, we are going
to be working with the Feather 32u4 BLE. It has the same processor as the Arduino, but it ads
Bluetooth Low Energy connectivity and a “hot switchable” power controller, meaning you can
power the device via a USB cord, or via single-cell LiPo battery. All for the low-low price of 30
bucks. Fear not, it is quick and painless to get started!

Figure 3: The Adafruit Feather 32u4 BLE. Image credit: adafruit, inc.

2.1 Measuring Voltage–Analog Input

One of the core functions of the any microcontroller board, including the Feather, is measuring
voltages, aka do analog input . For instance, you may be sensing changes in light intensity as a
changing voltage in a voltage divider circuit; or mechanical vibrations when a strain gauge attached
the bridge changes resistance when the bridge wiggles back and forth. Time to see some analog
input in action!

1. Grab the following components from your kit: 10kΩ resistor; CdS photoresistor (aka “photo-
cell”); thumb-knob potentiometer of any value; Feather 32u4 board and USB cable.

2. Measure the resistance of the CdS photocell with full ambient illumination, fully dark, and
an intermediate illumination (e.g. a piece of paper covering the photocell). Record these
resistance values for each level of illumination.

3. We’ll build the the voltage divider circuit shown in Figure 4 in just a second. But first, let’s
predict the output Vout, measured across R2. Compute the output voltage you expect to
measure for each the 3 illumination levels, given your previous measurements of the photocell
resistance.
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Figure 4: Voltage divider circuit with R1 ≈ 10kΩ and CdS photocell labeled R2. The output Vout
is measured across the photoressitor. A photograph of actual CdS photocell is shown at right.

4. Build the voltage divider circuit with photocell. For the power supply, use your Feather 32u4
regulated 3.3 voltage output (pin labeled “3V”) and ground (“GND”) for V s.

5. Measure the circuit output (“V out”) using the Feather board AND the Fluke multi-meter.
For the measurement with Feather, simply connect the proper node to the Analog Input 0
(“A0”), just as we did previously in class. Of course, you will need to upload the code to tell
the board this is what you want it to do. See example code below. This was based on this
tutorial from Arduino, modofied for 3.3V operation.

6. Make measurements under 3 different light conditions–bright, dark, and medium (defined
sensibly, as you wish). Are your results sensible?

7. Sample microcontroller here is below—copy, paste, compile, upload:

float Vin = 3.3; //input voltage

int looptime = 1000; //ms, controls how fast successive measurements are made

void setup() {

// Serial port allows the Feather and host computer to communicate

Serial.begin(9600); // opens serial port, baud rate set to 9600 (data bits per s)

}

void loop() {

// read the value at analog input 0 (A0):

int sensorValue = analogRead(A0);

// convert 0-1023 (10-bit) ADC value to 0-3.3V

float Vout = sensorValue * Vin / 1023;

// print result to serial monitor, units are Volts

Serial.print("Vout = ");

Serial.println(Vout);

// This effectively forces Feather to take readings at apprx looptime msec intervals

delay(looptime);

}
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8. Open the Serial monitor and watch Feather report the measured values to you! Amazing,
technology, eh? Again, test out your 3 light intensity levels and report the results obtained
using the Feather 32u4. Compare/contrast these measurements to the ones you previously
measured with your multi-meter. Hint: they should be very similar!

9. What good is light measurement circuitry? Briefly describe 3 possible real-world applica-
tions To help get you started, check out these nifty spectrophotometer instruments made
using....drum roll,please....a CdS photocell and Arduino (or similar) development board!.

10. Lastly, an important take-home lesson on using the Feather (or any other MCU) to measure
voltage: At this point, you might scratch your head and say “Hey, wait a second, voltage
measurements are always the difference between two points in space! Why did we connect
only to one node measuring with the Feather—did we just break physics?” And you’d be
absolutely the right to think that. What is the resolution to this little puzzle? The resolution:
the Feather hardware is implicitly measuring all input voltages with respect to
ground . This connection is already wired on the board. So there actually is a second
connection. We did not have to make it and we just don’t see it (unless we look very, very
carefully).
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3 Design Project: Flex Sensing System

We’ve now seen how voltage divider circuits can be used to sense changes in the environment (light
intensity), and convert that change into a measurable electrical signal. We’ve also seen how the
Feather board can be utilized to make the measurement and report the value. Now we’re going
to do a little design project that pushes us one step deeper into microcontroller land. Specifically,
we’ll add in digital output to control an LED toggling on/off. Of course, this principle could be
generalized to toggle other devices, and even control the rotation of a motor (for example, see this
tutorial on Arduino). Such analog input–digital output systems are incredibly useful (e.g. see the
DaVinci surgical robot). Today, we’ll keep our ambitions a bit more modest and simply toggle the
LED to tell indicate whether the flex resistor is flexed past a certain threshold point.

Figure 5: Gesture sensing glove. Image credit: https://techtrends.tech/tag/

gesture-recognition/

Design Objective: Create a flex sensing system which senses the flexing angle of a finger
joint or some other hinged object. In response, the Feather 32u4 will report the output voltage as
a function of flexion angle. Additionally, your system will illuminate 0,1, or 2 LEDs of different
color indicating the flexion angle. For instance, zero LEDs on indicates little or no flex; Blue ON
= intermediate flex; red ON = fully flex/bent finger.

As a bonus feature, your system will print an informative message to the Serial Monitor whether
your finger is flat, medium flexed, curved all the way. For instance, the display would show a message
such as “Your finger position is: fully curved.”

Materials and Resources at your finger tips (pun intended):

• 1 flex resistor

• Any resistors in your kit, or standard resistors found in the lab

• red and blue LED

• 1 Feather + USB cable

• This helpful tutorial from Arduino and example code below
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float Vin = 3.3; //input voltage

int looptime = 1000; //ms, controls how fast successive measurements are made

int RedLedPin = 11; // red LED is connected to pin 11

int BlueLedPin = 12; // blue LED is connected to pin 12

void setup() {

// Serial port allows the Feather and host computer to communicate

Serial.begin(9600); // opens serial port, baud rate set to 9600 (data bits per s)

digitalWrite(RedLedPin, LOW); // Turn off red LED

digitalWrite(BlueLedPin, LOW); // Turn off blue LED

}

void loop() {

// read the value at analog input 0 (A0):

int sensorValue = analogRead(A0);

// convert 0-1023 (10-bit) ADC value to 0-3.3V

float Vout = sensorValue * Vin / 1023;

// print result to serial monitor, units are Volts

Serial.print("Vout = ");

Serial.println(Vout); //println prints a carriage return at the end, makes a new line

//print a message based on voltage reading. Change the comparison values as needed for your circuit

if (Vout < 1.0) {

Serial.println("Little or no flex"); //print the message

digitalWrite(BlueLedPin, LOW); // Turn off blue LED

digitalWrite(RedLedPin, LOW); // Turn off red LED

}

if (Vout < 2.0) {

Serial.println("Medium range flex");

digitalWrite(BlueLedPin, HIGH); // Turn ON blue LED

digitalWrite(RedLedPin, LOW); // Turn off red LED

}

if (Vout < 3.0) {

Serial.println("High level of flex. Whoa, there yoga superstar!");

// modify here to turn on both LEDs

}

// delay for looptime ms, then start back at top of loop.

// E.g. if looptime = 1000; Takes analog input readings at apprx 1000 ms = 0.1 s intervals

delay(looptime);

}
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4 What to Turn In

Audio Control

Submit a report with the following elements included. Your report must not exceed 2 pages
total, including figures, tables, etc. You may include an extra page for an Appendix, if desired.

1. Brief description of what the system does. What is its intended usage in the real world? (1-2
sentences if fine)

2. Circuit schematic, appropriately labeled. Draw your own with Digikey’s schemeit; or you
may copy/paste the one from the manual.

3. Briefly describe the working principles of the circuit. For example, how does turning the pot
knob cause a change in measured output? Intuitively explain what happens when the pot
knob is turned fully up or down.

4. Provide formula(e) for the input-output relation of the circuit—i.e., Vout/Vin = . . .. Deriva-
tion details belong in an appendix

5. Make a beautiful graphic that illustrates your results compared to theory. Specifically, your
graphic should include a curve (not discrete points) for the predicted (theoretical) relation
Vout/Vin vs. α with empirical values (data points) overlaid. Alternatively, plot the log of this
ratio. Either way, include a brief caption describing what is plotted, and what it means. This
graphic and caption is the center piece of your report.

6. Highlight any discrepancies between theory and experiment. Explain plausible rationale for
any differences you note.

7. Briefly describe qualitative observations from your actual audio test drive (2 sentences should
be sufficient)

8. Critique the overall design and behavior of the circuit. Any suggested modifications to your
circuit to improve its overall behavior and/or user friendliness?

Intro to Feather 32u4

1. Check mark/initial from the instructor or TA that you successfully completed the circuits
part of this section.

2. Briefly describe your 3 ideas for light-sensing circuit applications. Max of one paragraph for
each idea.

Flex Sensing Design

Submit a brief report that essentially outlines what you designed and why; and proof-of-concept
that the design worked as intended. This report must not exceed 2 pages, including graphics.
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The code does not count toward the 2 page limit. An appendix with any derivations or numerical
work may also be included (does not count toward page limit).

1. Carefully diagram your final working circuit. Be sure to list component values chosen.

2. Briefly justify your design. What is the theory of operation? Why did you design the circuit
the way you did? Why did you choose a particular values of resistor, etc?

3. How long will your system last battery powered by a 400 mAh LiPo battery? Is this sufficiently
long? Justify your answer (there is no “The Right” answer here...though obviously you don’t
want your system to drain the battery in 2 min).

4. Proof-of-concept: One nice way to do this is show a composite figure with photographs from
your testing. For example, you might have 3 figures in a top row showing the finger flexing;
on the bottom row are the corresponding photos from the motor’s position, or the lights
illuminating. Be sure to include an informative caption. Another option is to link a short
(60-120 s) video of the system live in action.

5. Briefly critique your design. What worked well? What would you do to improve the system
in the future?

6. Feather (microcontroller) code on a separate page (copy and paste code text from Arduino
IDE; or screenshot)
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The Potentiometer (aka “Pot”)

A potentiometer is just a variable resistor. Take a look at Fig. 6. You’ll see there are 3 contacts
with labels A, B, and W. Contacts A and B are essentially just two terminals of a normal resistor.
The magic happens at the wiper (W). As you turn the dial, the resistance between contacts A
and W (or B and W) changes. Pretty much anywhere you see a rotating knob changing the output
of electronics equipment (stereo, guitar pedal, etc.), rest assured it’s just a pot.

Figure 6: Potentiometer aka “Pot”. Left: What you’ll find in lab. Center: what’s inside/theory of
operation. Right: circuit component schematic. The magic really happens at the wiper terminal ,
labeled W.
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Audio Amp Connections

Figure 7: Connecting to mobile device music source to breadboard
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Figure 8: Connecting output of circuit/breadboard to audio amp and speaker
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